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1. Introduction 
The low sets (such as sparse sets, P-selective sets, cheatable sets, etc.) play very 
important roles in the study of the structures of hard sets in complexity theory. The 
study of what happens when hard sets can be reducible to sparse sets has long and rich 
history. The most notable early result is due to Mahaney [lo], who proved that if 
NP ~P,(sparse) then P =NP. Ogiwara and Watanabe [l l] improved Mahaney’s 
result by showing that if NP G P,,,(sparse) then P = NP. Similar results on relation- 
ships between NP-hard sets and other low sets have been found. P-selective sets were 
introduced by Selman [ 13,151 as polynomial-time analogue of the semirecursive sets 
[7]. He used them to distinguish polynomial-time m-reducibility from Turing-reduci- 
bility in NP under the assumption E #NE, and proved that if every set in NP is 
<$,-reducible to P-selective set, then P=NP. Weakly-P-selective sets were intro- 
duced by Ko [S] as a generalization of the P-selective sets. He showed that (1) weakly- 
P-selective sets cannot distinguish polynomial-time m-completeness from T-complete- 
ness in NP unless the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to X5, and (2) there exist 
sets in NP that are not < !,,-reducible to a weakly-P-selective set unless P = NP. Toda 
[17] studied the truth table reducibility of intractable set to P-selective sets. He 
proved that (1) if UP is polynomial time truth table reducible to P-selective sets, then 
P = UP and (2) if NP is polynomial time truth table reducible to P-selective sets, then 
P = FewP and R = NP. 
In this paper, we investigate the structural properties of NP- <L-hard sets by 
combining weakly-P-selective sets with sparse sets. 
Yesha [ 181 first considered the symmetric difference between NP- <L-hard sets and 
the sets in P. He proved that no NP-<, ’ -hard sets has O(log log n) dense symmetric 
difference with any set in P unless P=NP. Schiining [12] showed that no paddable 
NP-<L-hard sets has sparse symmetric difference with any set in P unless P=NP. 
Ogiwara and Watanabe [ 1 l] proved that NP E Pbtt (sparse) * P = NP and a more 
simpler proof of this important theorem was given by Homer and Longpre [6]. From 
Ogiwara and Watanabe’s [111 theorem, we know no NP-hard set has sparse symmet- 
ric difference with any set in P unless P = NP. Fu [4] investigated lower bounds of 
closeness between many complexity classes. He showed that if an NP- <L-hard set is 
the union of a set in Pb,,(sparse) with set A then NP G P,,,(A). Thus no NP-hard set can 
be the union of a set in Pb,,(sparse) and a set in co-NP (FewP) unless NP=co-NP 
(NP= FewP). Recently Fu and Li [S] showed that if an NP-hard set has sparse 
symmetric difference with the set A then NPGP,,,(A). Since both co-NP and R are 
closed under positive truth-table reductions, thus no NP- <L-hard set has sparse 
symmetric difference with any set in co-NP (R) unless NP =co-NP (NP = R). The 
symmetric difference between E-hard sets and subexponential-time-computable sets 
were studied by Tang et al. [16]. They proved that the symmetric difference of an 
E- <L-hard set and a subexponential-time-computable setis still E- <k-hard. 
The symmetric differences of NP- <, ’ -hard sets with weakly-P-selective sets are 
investigated in this paper. We show that if there exist an NP-<k-hard set H and 
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a weakly-P-selective set A such that H-AQbtt(sparse) and A -H~P,(sparse) then 
P = NP. The tree prunning methods are used very carefully in the proof of the result. 
This makes it of special interest. In the last section, we separate P-selective sets from 
P&parse) by constructing a P-selective set that has exponentially dense symmetric 
difference with any set in PtJsparse). 
2. Preliminaries 
We fix C = (0, 1} as our alphabet. By a “string” we mean an element of C*. For 
a string x in C *, (x 1 denotes the length of x. Let SE C *, the cardinality of S is denoted 
by I( S 11, set S =n(SGn) consists of all words of length = n( < n) in S. In particular, let 
C”={XIXEC* and lxl=n} and C6”={xJx~C* and Ixl~n}. For any UEC* and 
A c C *, uA = {ux 1 XEA}. We use 1 to denote the null string. N represents the set 
{O,l, . ..>. 
We use the pairing function ( . , . ) : C * x C * --+.I5 *. It is convenient o assume for any 
X,Y in C*, I<x,Y)I~~(I~I+IYI). 
Our computation model is the Turing machine. P (resp. NP) denotes the class of 
languages accepted by deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) Turing machines in 
polynomial time. PF denotes the class of polynomial-time-computable functions. We 
now define some notions of polynomial-time reducibilities. 
A <L-reduction from A to B is a polynomial-time-computable functionfsuch that 
for each XEC *, XEA of(x)~B. 
A <P,-reduction from A to B is a pair (f;g) of polynomial-time-computable 
functions such that the following hold for each XEC*, (1) f(x)= (x1, . . ..xk) is an 
ordered k-tuple of strings, (2) g(x) is a polynomial-time-computable circuit with 
k inputs: (O,l}“-(0, l}, (3) xe.4 o g(x)(xB(xl), . . ..xB(xk))= 1. 
A <<tt-reduction from A to B is a pair (f; g) of polynomial-time-computable 
functions such that A <[El is witnessed by (J; g) and there exists a constant k. such 
that for all XEC*, the number of inputs of g(x) is not more than ko. 
A <z,t-reduction of A to B is polynomial-time-computable functionfsuch that for 
each x~Z*,f(x)=(x~,..., xk) and XEA 0 x$B for some idk. 
Let <p be one of the kinds of reductions defined above and C be a class of 
languages. We say language H is C- <F-hard if each language in C is <P-reducible 
to H. 
Let A, BcZ*; we say A is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that 
I(A’“l(<p(n) for all nEN. We define AflB=(A-B)u(B-A). The function 
distA,B : N-+N is called the distance function of A and B, where 
dist,&n)= II(A LI B)‘“ll. 
A set A is weakly-P-selective if there is a polynomial-time-computable function 
f: C* x C *+Z*u( # > and a polynomial q(n) such that for each integer n, (1) C ‘” is 
the disjoint union of m,<q(n) sets: ~da=Cn,luC,,2...uC,,,n; (2) if x,y are in C,,i, 
thenf(x,y)E{x,y}; (3) if XEC,,,~ and yEC,,j, i#j, thenf(x,y)= #; (4) if x,yeCn,i and 
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(XEA or yeA) thenf(x, y)EA.fis called the selector function for A and C,,i is called a 
chain obtained from fin C Bn. 
Ko [S] involved “polynomial time computable linear order” and “partially poly- 
nomial time computable partial order” to characterize P-selective sets and weakly- 
P-selective sets respectively. 
A binary relation R is a preorder if R is reflexive and transitive. Let R be a preorder 
on C*. Define xSy iff xRy and yRx. Then S is an equivalence relation on Z*. If we 
define R’ on C */S (the set of equivalence classes defined by S) by ZR’y iff xRy (2 is the 
equivalence class in C*/S which contain x), then R’ is a partial order induced by R. 
Letfbe the selector function for weakly-P-selective set A. We define xRfy iff there 
exists a finite sequence z,, =x, zl, . . ..z., z,+ 1 =y of strings in C* such that 
f(Zi, Zi+ 1) = Zi for all i < n. It is easy to verify that R, is a preorder. Let SI, < / be the 
equivalence relation and partial order induced by R,, respectively. A ‘n is the union of 
initial segments of at most polynomial df-chains on Y/S, (see [S] ). If A is P-selective 
and f is the selector function, then df is a linear order on C*/S, and A is an initial 
segment of Z*/S, using order <s (see [S]). For convenient consideration, we use 
x <f y instead of X6/j. 
By the definition, if f is the selector function for a weakly-P-selective set, determin- 
ing whether two strings are in the same chain is just to determine whether 
f (x, y)E{x, y}. Let all elements of {x1, . . . . x,} be in the same chain. Since f (x, y)=x 
implies x df y, we only need to calculate function f t - 1 times to obtain an element 
x in (x1, . . . . x,} such that x <f xi for all i < t. 
If the reader cannot understand the above paragraphs clearly, he can read Ko’s 
paper PI. 
We assume all polynomials involve in this paper have nonnegative coefficients. 
3. Symmetric difference between NP-bard sets and weakly-P-selective sets 
In this section we study the symmetric difference between an NP- <L-hard set and 
a weakly-P-selective set. The main result (Theorem 3.6) is obtained from a result in [4] 
and Lemma 3.1. 
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is a generalization of Fortune’s [3] proof that if 
SATEP,(sparse) then P = NP. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H be NP- &,-hard. If there exist a weakly-P-selective set A and a set 
BEP,(sparse) such that H = A-B, then P =NP. 
Proof. Let H be NP-<L-hard, A be weakly-P-selective, and gePF be the selector 
function for A. Let B&S via hl EPF, where S is a sparse set. Since H is NP- &-hard, 
let SAT&, H via h,EPF. For each XEC*, h,(x) is considered as a subset of Z*. 
Let p(n) be a polynomial such that 11 S ‘” 1) <p(n), g, hl, h,EDTIME(p(n)) and C ‘” 
can be partitioned into at most p(n) chains by the selector function g. 
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For a boolean formula f; in order to determine the satisfiability off we use 
breadth-first search to prune a binary tree formed from self-reduction ofJ: The tree 
will be prunned so that each level contains at most polynomial formulas and at least 
a satisfiable formula if f is satisfiable. 
For set L whose elements are in the same chain, Algorithm 1 provides a method to 
select polynomial elements ubset L’ from L such that LnH #8 o L’nH #!?I. 
Algorithm 1 
Input a set L and let n=Max(lxl IxEL}. 
If not (all elements in L are in the same chain) then exit (Note: two strings U, zi are in the 
same chain iff g(u, U)E(U, u}). 
L is partitioned into the blocks: MI, Ma, . . . which satisfy the two conditions as 
follows. 
(1) For every x, MEL, x,y are in the same block if and only if h,(x)=h,(y). 
(2) ml <qmz <g ..*, where mi is the least element (with respect o order <,) of Mi. 
(Note: if there are more than one least elements in a block we choose one arbitrarily.) 
Let L’={m,)sdp(p(n))+l}. 
output L’. 
End of the algorithm 
Claim 3.2. (1) Algorithm 1 will stop in q(n +m) steps for some polynomial q, where 
n=Max{lxlIxoL} andm=IjLIl. 
(2) If all of the elements of L are in the same chain (with respect to order Go) and L’ is 
the output of Algorithm 1 with input L, then LnH#@ o L’nHf0 and 
IIL’II,<p(p(n))+l, where n=Max{jxlIxEL}. 
Proof. (1) Since g, h,EPF, it is easy to verify. 
(2) Assume LnH#@ Let yeLnH and GEM,. 
Case 1: s<p(p(n))+ 1. 
Because m, is the least element of M,, m, Gs y. Since YE H and H = A -B. So m,E A 
(for A is weakly-P-selective and y, m, are in the same chain). Because both m, and y are 
in M,, h,(m,)=h,(y)&S. Thus m, is in A-B=H. Since sGp(p(n))+l, m,EL’. So 
L’nH#@ 
Case 2: s>p(p(n))+ 1. 
In this case for each t < p( p(n)) + 1, m, 6, m, 6, y. Since A is weakly-P-selective and 
y,m,, m, are in the same chain, thus m,EA. On the other hand if t # t’ then 
hI(m,)#hI(m,,). The strings in L are of length <n. The strings in {hl(ml), h,(mz), . ..} 
are of length <p(n). Since 1) S ‘NO 1) <p( p(n)). Therefore, there exists a to <p(p(n)) + 1 
such that h,(m,,)$S. So m,,EA-B=H. So L’nH#@. 
From the definition of L’, it is easy to see I( I,’ /I <p(p(n))+ 1, where 
n=Max{lxlIxEL}. q 
Algorithm 2 is to prune the self-reduction tree off and determine its satisfiability. 
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Algorithm 2 
Input formula S with length n. 
Let F,=(f) and i=O. 
Repeat 
Let Ci= U xsFi h*(X). 
Partition Ci into following blocks: Li, 1, Li, 2, . . . such that for u, UeCi, U, u are in the 
same block if and only if U, u are in the same chain (g(u, U)E(U, u}). 
Let ni be the number of blocks partitioned from Ci. 
For each Li,i, j<ni, let Li,j= {mi,j, 1, . . . , mi,j,ni,j} be the output of Algorithm 1 with 
input Li, j. 
Letfi,j,s be a formula in Fi such that mi,j,sEhz(fi,j,,). 
Gi,j={fi,j,slsdni,j>. 
Gi=Uy=l Gi,j. 
Fi+ 1 = { g1,g2 1 gl,gz are obtained by fixing one variable of gEGi to 0, 1 
respectively}. 
i=i+ 1. 
Until all formulas in Fj are of length < 5. 
Let i0 be the value i after executing the above cycle. 
Accept x if and only if one of the formulas in Fi, is satisfiable. 
End of the algorithm. 
Claim 3.3. (1) For each i < iO, ni<p(p(n)). (2) For CX.XA i<i,, IIFi+,II< 
2 II Gi II ~~(P(P(P(~)))+ 1)‘. 
Proof. (1) Since hz~DTIME(p(n)), so CjCC dp(n). ZQp(“) can be partitioned into at 
most p( p(n)) chains by the selector function g. So, ni<p(p(n)). 
(2) Since Li,jECiEC”P’“‘, by Claim 3.2 IIL$,j(I Gp(p(p(n)))+ 1. SO II Gi,j(J G 
pMpM))+l, therefore II~~+~lI~~ll~~II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+~~2~ 0 
Claim 3.4. For each i < iO, there exists a satisjiable formula in Fi - there exists 
a satisJiabEe formula in Gi. 
Proof. We assume a formula x in Fi is satisfiable. Thus there exists an element y in 
h*(x) having yeH (for SAT&H via h,). Let yELi,je Therefore Li,jnH#O. 
Since Li,j is the output of Algorithm 1 with input Li,j, by Claim 3.2 we have 
Lf,jnH # f~. Therefore, Gi,j contains at least one satisfiable formulas. Thus, there exists 
a satisfiable formula in Gi. 0 
Since initially F,-, = { f }, by the above claim f is satisfiable if and only if there exists 
a satisfiable formula in Fi,. It is easy to see that the algorithm will stop in polynomial 
steps. We have SATEP, hence P = NP. 
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Lemma 3.5 (Fu [4]). Let H be NP- <g-hard set and A GC *. Zf there exists 
BEPb,,(sparse) such that H = AuB, then NP c Pd,,(A). 
Theorem 3.6. If there exist an NP- <L-hard set H and a weakly-P-selective set A such 
that H - AEP,,,(sparse) and A - HEP,(sparse) then P = NP. 
Proof. Let H and A satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Let H’=HnA. Thus 
H’u(H- A)= H is NP-&-hard. By Lemma 3.5 we have NPcP,,,(H’). So H’ is 
NP- <ztt-hard. Since A is weakly-P-selective and A -H = A - H’EP,,,(sparse), so we 
have P = NP by Lemma 3.1. 0 
Under the assumption P ZNP, we show that the symmetric difference of 
a NP-<L-hard set and a weakly-P-selective set is complicate. So, it is not easy to 
approximate a NP- <L-hard set by weakly-P-selective sets if P # NP. 
Corollary 3.7. Let H be NP- <L-hard. Zf there exists a weakly-P-selective set A such 
that A n H is sparse, then P=NP. 
4. Separating P-selective sets from Pbtt(sparse) 
Ko [S] showed that for each weakly-P-selective set belongs to Pt,(sparse), the 
following theorem gives a lower bound for the number of queries to the sparse sets 
that may be required by such a reduction. In particular, we show that there are 
weakly-P-selective sets A such that A$P,,,,(sparse). This implies that Theorem 3.6 is 
not a trivial consequence of Ogiwara and Watanabe’s theorem. Since A has exponen- 
tially dense symmetric difference with every set in Pbtt(sparse), this tells us that A is not 
easy to be approximated by the sets in P,,,,(sparse). The techniques used here are from 
c2,41. 
Let (i,j),(I”,j’)~NxN, we say (i,j)<(i’,j’) if (i<i’) or (i=i’ and j<j’); if 
(i, j) < (i’, j’) and (i, j) #(i’, j’), then we say (i, j) < (i’, j’). Let strings sl, QEZ*, 
we say s1 c s2 if s2 =sl x for some string x with 1x1 >O. The proof of Theorem 4.1 will 
employ ordinary dictionary ordering $ of binary strings with O& 1. Let x and 
y belong to (O,l}*, x=x1 . . . x, and y=y, . ..y.,, x&y if and only if 
(1) m=n and Zli<mVj<<[xj=yj and Xi=0 and yi= l] or 
(2) m<n and x&yl...ym, or 
(3) m>n and (x1 . . . x”<dyAxl...X”#y). 
For strings x, YEZ *, we say x <d y if (x <d y) and (x # y). 
Letf: N+N. We say A is of dense boundf(n) if II A’“)1 <f(n) for all large n. 
A &g log-o -reduction from A to B is a pair of polynomial-time-computable func- 
tions (f; g ) such that A GE B is wittnessed by (1; g) and for each XEC *, the number of 
inputs of g(x) is not more than log log 1x1 (Note: in the proof of Theorem 4.1, g(x) is 
considered as a truth table). 
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Theorem 4.1. There exists a P-selective set A such that for any B~P,~~,~~_,,(sparse), 
dist,,,(n) > 2”“5 for all large n. 
Proof. Let <h,sl>,<f2,g2), .. . be an effective enumeration of all &log_,,-reduc- 
tions. For each reduction (fi,gi), fi,gi are computable functions under the time 
bound n’“g’+logi and for each x~C*,fi(x)=(x 1, . . ..xk) with kGloglogIx1, g(x) is 
a k-argument ruth table. 
In the following construction, we will construct a set A which is an initial segment of 
C* with respect o the order & and make dist &n) have exponential lower bound for 
every B which is log log-tt-reducible to a sparse set via reduction (fi,gi). The 
construction at stage (n, i) will guarantee that there are at least 2”“’ elements in 
(A n B)nD,,i for all sufficiently large n, where D,,i~Cn4+in2 and will be defined in the 
construction. 
In order to guarantee that A is P-selective, we construct a series of strings 
d,,i (1 d i Q n) for all large n such that if (n, i) < (n’, i’) then d,,i is an initial segment of 
d,,, is (d,,i c d,., i’). A is defined to be the set {X 1 x < d,,i for some d,, i}. Thus, there exists 
an infinite string s such that each d,, i is the initial segment of s. For each XEC * XE A iff 
x&s (comparing x with s is just to follow the definition of <d and let (sj = co). So A is 
an initial segment of C* and s is the boundary. 
At stage (n, i), we consider the strings in d,,i _ 1 C”*. One of the following two cases 
will be obtained at the stage. 
(1) For each S of dense bound n “‘gn, there exists a exponentially dense subset F0 of 
dn,iC”’ such that for every X, ~~8’0, gi(x) = gi(y) and (xS(X~), . . ., x~(x,.)) = (0,. . . ,O), 
wherefi(x)=(xl, . . ..x.). 
(2) There exist an integer e G 5 log log n and string ul, u2, . . . , u, _ 1, ye, z,( y, # z,) in 
Z” such that for each S of dense bound n”g”, there exist two sets 
F(“)sd e n,I 1 l...u,_tyeC(“-e)n and F,(l’~d~,i_~u~...u~_~z~C’“-e’n such that for any ._ u 
x,y in F!“‘uF!“, gi(x)=gi(Y) and <xs(x~),...,xs(x,))=<xs(Y~),...,xs(Y,)), where 
fi(x)=<x1, .a., x,> andfi(y)=<yl, . . ..Y.>. 
If case 1 is obtained (subcase 2.1), then let 
d d,,i-10”’ if to(O ,..., O)=l, 
n,i 
= 
r d,,i_l l”* if to(O, . . ..O)=O. 
SO, either (F~~BAd,,i_~C”‘nA={d,,i_~On2}) or (d,,i_,C”‘cAAF,nB=~). SO, 
Fo-{d,,i-,O”‘}EA LI B. 
If case 2 is obtained (subcases 1.2 and 2.2), then let 
d ,= 
i 
d,,i_~u~...u,_~y~l’“-e’n if ye<dZ,, 
“9 I d,,i-lul . ..~._~z,l(“-~)” otherwise. 
So, either (F!O) E A A F!‘)nA = 0) or (F!‘)nA =8 A Fj” z A). On the other hand, 
either (F!‘)uF!‘) G B) or (F!‘)uFj’))nB = 8, thus either F!‘) c A L B or FL” c A fl B. 
Therefore, A LI B can be guaranteed to be exponentially dense. 
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In the following we give the formal proof of the theorem. 
Let function d(n) = n”* ” which is subexponential and dominates all polynomials. 
Every sparse set is of dense bound d. 
Construction 
Let n, be the least number such that for all n > no: (log log n5). n5 < 2”1’2, 
loglogn5~d(((n5)‘“~“+logn)<2”1’2, and 3(3loglogn’+ l)tnl”. 
d no, no 
=o”A. 
For an integer pair (n, i), we say (n, i) is active if (no < n) and (16 i < n). Stage (n, i) 
will be processed in the construction if and only if (n, i) is active. For two active pairs 
(n,i), (n’, i’), stage (n,i) will b e processed before stage (n’, i’) if and only if 
(n, i) < (n’, i’). 
Stage (n, i) 
Let fs= 
1 
3(310glogn5+ 1)’ 
If i=l then let d,,o=d,_1,,_10”4-tdn-1,n-1’. 
For each xgC*, let x, be the rth element ofJ;:(x), wheref;-(x)=(x,, . . ..xk). 
Let Dn,i=dn,i_1Cn2. 
Let to be one of the truth tables t such that 11 (x 1 XED,,~ A gi(X) = t} (1 is the largest. 
Let r. be the dimension of to. 
Define two sets Gr’, Gr’: Gr’=Gt’={X 1 XED,,iAgi(X)=to}. 
e=l, Jo=4 
Substage e 
Case 1: There exist SC*, rE(l, . . ..r.}-J,_, and k{O, l} such that 
)~(x~xEG~~)~A~~=~}/~~~~“-~~-~~-~~~~”... (1) 
Fixsuchv,randb,letH,={x~x~G~?lAx~=v}.Ife>l thenlet 
ue_l= 
i 
ye-, if b=O, 
G-1 if b=l. 
J,=J,_,u(r). 
Let y, be a yeC” such that 1) Hend,,i_ 1 U1 . . . u,_ 1 yZ(n-e)n )I is the largest and z, be 
a ZEC”-{y,} such that I)H,nd,,,_,u, ...~,-~zC(“-~)~ll is the largest. 
Let 
G”‘=H nd e e n,r 1 l...U,_~y,C(n-e)*, ._ u 
G”‘=H nd e e n,r 1 l...U,_lZ,C(“-e)n. ._ u 
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Subcase 1.1: etr, 
e = e + 1 and enters the next substage. 
Subcase 1.2: e=ro 
&is 
i 
d,,i-~u~...u,-~y~l’“-e’” if Ye<dZ,, 
d~,i_~~~...u~_~~~l’“-~‘” otherwise. 
Case 2: There exist no u, r and b to satisfy inequality (l), 
Subcase 2.1: e = 1 
&,i= 
i 
d,,i_10f12 if to(0 ,..., O)=l, 
d,,i_11n2 if to(0 ,..., O)=O. 
Subcase 2.2: e> 1 
d .= d~,i_~~~...U~_~y~-~l’“-‘e-l”n if Ye-l<dZ,_l, 
rl,L 
d,,i_lUl ...u,_~z,-I l(n-(e-l))n otherwise. 
End of stage (n, i). 
We define the set A as follows. 
xe!t 0 x <dd,,i for some active integer pair (n, i). 
We shall show that for every B <i’,, rag+ Svia (fi, gi), where S is of dense bound d(n), 
11 (A A B)nD,,i I( > 2n”’ for all large n and A is P-selective. 
We only consider the stage (n, i) in the construction. We assume n is sufficiently 
large and (n, i) is active. Claims 4.1 and 4.2 can be verified easily from the construc- 
tion. The detailed proofs are omitted here. 
Claim 4.2. If stage (n, i) ends at substage eo, then for each e < e. we have the following 
facts: 
(1) HeEd,,i_lUl .**U,_lC(n-(e-l))n. 
(2) G!O’sd, i- IllI... u,_ ly,z(“-e)“. 
(3) G!l’Ed~:i_~u~...u,_~Z,C’“-e’n. 
(4) For any x,x’E& x,=x: for all rEJ,. 
(5) G!“, G:“zH,. 
(6) 5,~{1,2, . . . ,ro> and IIJeII=e. 
(7) If,, GL”, G!“ZD,,i. 
(8) If the condition of case 1 is true at substage eo, then (l)-(7) still hold when e. 
replaces e. 
Claim 4.3. (1) For two active integer pairs (n,i), (n’, i’), if (n,i)<(n’,i’), then 
d”,icd,,,i*. 
(2) For each xED,,i, XEA 9 x<dd,,i. 
(3) d,,iED,,iE~“4’in2~C~“5. 
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Claim 4.4. At stage (n, i), 
(1) If the condition of case 1 is satisjied at substage e, then 11 CL”) )I > 2(n-e-(3e+ ‘jUjn 
for each b~{O,l} . . . (2) 
(2) (2) is also true for e = 0. 
Proof of Claim 4.4. At stage (n, i), (1) D,,i~C ‘n5 (by Claim 4.3(3)) and (2) initially 
to is one of the truth tables t with dimension <loglogn5 such that 
11 {X (XED,,iAgi(x)= t} 11 is the largest. Hence G~“‘=G~‘={~ 1 xED”,iAgi(x)= to}. 
The number of truth tables with dimension <log log n5 is not more than 
(log log n’). 22’0*‘og”J=(loglog n5)* n5 <2”“. So 
Thus, (2) holds for e=O. 
We consider e >O. At substage e there exist v, r and b such that: 
IIH,II~2(“-(e-l)-3ea)n where H,={x)x~G:b’~ and x,=u}. Since 
G’O’=H nd n,r 1 l...kL~ ._ u (n-e)n, Gil)=Hendn,i_lul . ..u._~z,C(“-~)“, where y, is 
sich a ‘FEZ” that 11 H,nd,,i_ lul . . . u,_ lyZ(“-e)n II is the largest, and z, is such 
a ZEZ”-{JJ,} that IIH~~~~,~_~~~...u~_~zC’“-~‘~I~ is the largest. 
Since HeCd”,i_lul... u,-~Z(“-(~-~))” (by Cl aim 4.2(l)), we have the following: 
1) G(O) II = (I H,nd 
(IH (( p-(e--1)-3ea)n 
e ._ “,I ,u1...u,-,y.~‘“““IJ3~3 2” 
11 G”‘(I = I( H nd e e 
n,, 1 ~---u,_lz~~~~-~~~Il~ll~~~~~.~-~~~~~-~~~~~”~e~”~~ 
‘- u 
p-@-l)- 3eap _ 2We)n 
2 
2” 
,2(n-e-(3e+l)a)n 0 
Claim 4.5. Zf stage (n, i) ends at subcase 1.2 of substage e, then II (A A B)nD,,i (I > 2n2i2. 
Proof of Claim 4.5. We know for each xEDn,i, XEA -+ x <d d”,i (by Claim 4.3(2)). 
G(‘)cd 10 n,r 1 1 . ..U.o-lYro~(“-‘“)“, ._ u Gj,“Sd, i-lU~,..U,,_~Z,o~(n-ro)” 
(by Claim 4.2(2), (3)). By the definition of d,,i at substage 1.2 all of the strings in 
Gj,b’ belong to A and none of the strings of Gj,’ -b) are in A, where 
b= o if Yro<d% 
1 otherwise. 
On the other hand, for any x, y in G$“uGji), 0Xx), gi(x)>=(_h(~),gi(y)) by Claim 
4.2(4)-(6)). Hence, either all of the strings in G$“uGj,” are in B, or none of them 
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are in B. Therefore, (1 (A A B)nD,,i /I 2 Min( 11 Gjz) 11, 1) G$ \])a 2(n-ro-(3ro+ l)‘)” 
(by Claim 4.4)>2”‘12. Cl 
Claim 4.6. If stage (n, i) ends at subcase 2.1 or 2.2 for some e, then 
1) (A A B)TlD,, i I( > 2nzi2. 
Proof of Claim 4.6. At substage  of stage (n,i), for every ucC*, re(l, ...,ro}-.J,_l 
and be{O, l}\I {xIx~G!b’~ and x,=0} (1 <2(“-(e-1)-3ea)“. 
Because S is of dense bound d(n),fi, gi~DTIME(n““‘+log i) and CL? 1 EC ‘“’ there 
are at most r0.d((~5)loSi+logi).2(“-(“-l)-3’”)”<2””.2(”-(’-l)-3e”)n=2(n-(e-1)-(3e-l)a)n 
strings x in Gi’!?, (be{O,l)) having X,ES for some r~(l,...,ro}-J,_l, where 
h(x)=(~l, .*., x,,). By Claim 4.4, )I GL?l II ~2(“-(e-1~-(3(e-1)‘1)a)n for each be{O, 1}, 
hence in GLbll (be(O, 11) there are at least 
~(“-(e-1)-(3(e-1)+l)o)n_~(n-(e-1)-~3e-l)a)n>~(n-(e-1)-((3e-l)+Z)a)n 
, 
=2(“-(e-l)-(3c?-l)a)n 
strings x having x&S for every rE(l, ...,ro}-Je_l. 
Let Ff!! 1 = {x ( XEG$? 1 and x,&S for all rE{l, ...,ro}-Je_l}. So IIFf?lII> 
p-(0- l)-(3e- l)o)n 
It is easy to see that for any x,y~F!?,uF~1_‘~ gi(X)=gi(y)= to and 
<XS(XlL . . ..xs(x*.)>=<xs(Yl), ...2 xs(y,,)) (By Claim 4.2 (4)-(6) and the above 
discussion). 
Let 
0 
c= 
if e=l or ya_l<d~,-I, 
1 otherwise. 
If the stage (n,i) ends at subcase 2.1 then (a) to(O,...,O)=O+all of the strings 
in Ft’ belong to A and none of them are in B and (b) t,(O, . . ., 0)= 1 +a11 of the 
strings in Ff’-{d, iOn’} belong to B and none of them are in A. So 
1) (A A B)nD,i 1) > 1) FF 1) - 12 2n2’2. 
If the stage <n, i) ends at subcase 2.2 of substage . It is easy to see that all of the 
strings in F$! 1 are in A and none of the strings are in F!I_;‘) are in A. On the other 
hand, either all of the strings in F$?, uF!1), are in B or none of them are in B. 
\\(A D B)cQ,~ I( >,Min( I( Ff?, 11, (( F$, ll)>2”“/2. q 
Claim 4.1. A is P-selective. 
Proof of Claim 4.7. By Claim 4.3(l) and the definition of A that XEA o x <-d d,,, i for 
some active integer pair (n, i), it is easy to verify this claim. 0 
By Claim 4.5 and Claim 4.6, it is easy to see that for all large n, 
dist,,@) > dist,&z4 + in’) 2 II (A n B)nD”, i I( 2 2n2’2. Hence, for almost every n, 
dist,&) >/ 2”“‘. 
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Corollary 4.8. There exists a P-selective set A such that fir any BePbtt (sparse), 
distAJn)>2”” for all large n. 
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